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The absolutely true diary

The purchase of BN.com Alexie's autobiographical YA novel features Junior, who escapes into comics (dressed as a kid, greatly made by Ellen Forney) from his often tragic life rez, especially Thelan Spokane Indian Reservation. It's a kind of diary format, and the part-time Indian part of the title refers to the transition he
leaves at rez school in Wellpinit to travel to an all-white school in Reardan, twenty-two miles away, but it might as well be a continent away. That move, initated by Tea Alexie's autobiographical YA, features Junior, who escapes into comics (dressed as a kid, greatly made by Ellen Forney) from his often tragic life in rez,
especially the Spokane Indian Reservation. It's a kind of diary format, and the part-time Indian part of the title refers to the transition he leaves at rez school in Wellpinit to travel to an all-white school in Reardan, twenty-two miles away, but it might as well be a continent away. This move, initated by a teacher who tells him
to get out to save himself, separates junior from both worlds. Junior best rez friend is Rowdy, who protects him from being beaten up sometimes. In Reardan he also has a make buddy, Gordy, also a smart kid, and gets support from Roger, his basketball teammate, but he also has a (white) girlfriend named Penelope.
Junior born with hydrocephalus, too much fluid to the brain that has long-term effects including seizures, vision problems, dental problems, and more. He gets beaten up a lot, there's a lot of fighting on rez, but Rowdy needs to make sure he doesn't get hit on the head. Along the way there are tragedies involving his best
friend dog, Oscar, his sister, who wants to write romance novels, his father's best friend, Eugene, who is somewhat balanced with Junior/Alexie's laughter in the face of all things bad. You could laugh and cry on the same page; sometimes it might happen in the same sentence! Aleksie is a rage that goes deep. You find it
in his novel Indian Killer, but it crops up everywhere, usually for the decimation of Indian culture and land appropriations, but he also has anger at the devastation of alcoholism that continues to destroy lives everywhere but disproportionately to the Indian people. The damage it does to Junior's life is extensive and he is
mad about it. And at the same time, Junior finds something to laugh about, sometimes hysterically, about these losses. The epigraph of the book comes from Yeats: There is another world, but it is in this one. This idea works in different ways in this book. Many people don't know depression and poverty in India's
reservations, even today. That often sad world rez exists in the largest world in the United States, largely invisible. But the spirit world exists also in the world rez, the world of hope, escape from disability, brutality. There's a lot of laugh out loud humor in this book, often laughing about objects, laughter amid tears. There
is hope for that laughter, but it's co-consolidated because you don't want to make the mistake of thinking things are good because of the jokes. But Junior hope also comes packed as books, Indian culture, basketball, friendship, family, even as he identifies a long sad history of the destruction of Indian culture in this
country, and rampant depression, lack of health care, hunger, Junior's various disabilities. There's a fault here in white America, but Alexie/Junior also blames Indians sometimes for their share of responsibility for taking themselves down. Shared responsibility, collective anger. Absolutely True Diary of a part-time Indian
may not be for everyone. Some readers may have too much sexual language, it contains a regular thread on masturbation. Language can sometimes be more graphic than most YA books. The book sometimes replaces jokes in deeper characteristics of places. He goes for a joke too much maybe, but the jokes are so
good and painfully true! I enjoyed reading this sad and funny book again with my class. This confirms the importance of self-expression with words using comics, stories. ... more Article From The Collection: The Library Share: Copy Link Published in 2007, Absolutely True Diary of a part-time Indian tells the story of a
junior, a 14-year-old growing up on the Spokane Indian Reservation, whose frustration with his poverty-stricken school district forces him to attend high school at a reservation at an all-white school 2 miles away. Sherman Alexie's semi-autobiographical novel takes readers on an illustrated journey through the years of life
junior, chronicling his experience as the only Indian in his new school (except for the school's mascot). The details of his daily life are laid bare – everything from the intimidation of his crush on a popular girl to a rift with his best friend on the reservation. Junior also writes about the tragic effects of alcoholism, including the
death of some family members. The coming-of-age novel, which is often taught at the high school and high school level, is a fixture on the American Library Association's list of banned and challenged books. Its excerpts of masturbation and vulgarity, racism, and anti-Christian content have come under fire. Others have
argued that the book is promoting pornography. Lynn Frick is a high school English teacher in Prairie du Sac, Wisconsin. In 2016, her teaching Absolutely True Diary of a part-time Indian in her freshman classes was challenged by several parents in the school district. Eventually, the school committee voted in favor of
keeping the book in the curriculum. The American Experience spoke to Frick about the textbook. Why do you think this book should be taught in schools? For me, it's a book that with resilience, educational strength and community strength. That's one of the things I always believed: that education is the way out of your
circumstance. It's a beautifully illustrated True Diary, and I wanted that message out there loud and clear. I also wanted students to be exemplary – that's what flexibility looks like. This is what beaten down society, being beaten down, literally, by the so-called friends and people your community looks like. But you stand
up and you try again and again. These are the two main reasons why I wanted the kids to read this book. Many novels that land on the list of forbidden or challenging books are what we call coming-of-age novels. Why do you think this is? I think when we teach novels that deal with sexuality or gender, any number of
questions, really, they can be difficult for parents to try to grapple with. Then the school dives into the issues, and that's where the collision comes into it. But I think the reason these books are just eaten up by kids is because they can relate to topics and can understand some of the emotions that characters are feeling. It
all really resonates with them. What was the reaction at school when this book was challenged? As always happens, if there's a challenging book, it flies off the shelf. So the kids read it, and go it to the other children to read it. My parents read it. It was read by various book clubs. When it became public knowledge in
school that this was happening, teachers pulling the book off my shelf read themselves. That's this groundswell. Overall, the book was very well received by my students. This interview has been shortened and edited to length and clarity. Read the interview with Robert P. Doyle, editor of the American Library
Association's Banned Books, a collection of thousands of names that are prone to censorship problems. Read about Bluest Eye Read about and Tango Makes Three Read about The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn Read about Mice and Men originally published September 2017. Sherman Alexie is the jack of all trades:
he films, writes poetry, performs stand-up comedy, and pens novels after novel... and we wouldn't be surprised if he announced that he plans to jump into a career in underwater welding, trapeze mastery, or shark whispering. He's just that much renaissance Man.In Absolutely True Diary of a part-time Indian (2007),
Alexie switches to the young adult genre to offer an autobiographical depiction of a booking life that is both bleak and hopeful, and both heartrending and uplifting. The book went down in 2007 and is getting his fault with praise from the day of its publication, even winning the ultimate American lit award: the National Book
Award. The hilarious narrator of Absolutely True Diary is a fourteen-year-old Native kid named Arnold Spirit, Jr., a character who is partly based on Alexie's experience up on Spokane Indian Reservation in Wellpinit, WA. Arnold is a funny, sensitive, and budding artist (as Ellen Forney's amazing illustrations prove). Arnold,
though, is not the only teenage Indian to go through all the usual coming of age stuff. Arnold also has hydrocephalus with stutter and lisp that has been picked for cruel. He is a booking outcast, and he has been beaten to pulp more times than is possible healthy. Arnold (like Alexie) makes the choice to leave the
reservation and visit the affluent white school twenty-two miles away in Reardan. A branded traitor, Arnold then gets caught between two worlds: his home on reservation and the white high school he attends. Feeling as though he fits nowhere, Arnold is forced to build a new kind of identity for himself... as if being a
fourteen-year-old wasn't hard enough. And don't worry- Alexie doesn't try to sugarcoat Arnold's life. Alexie is known for other works on his realistic depictions of booking life, which he himself calls booking realism (a phrase Alexie coined in the introduction to his 2005 edition of his book Lone Ranger and Tonto Fistfight in
Heaven). Absolutely True Diary is true alexie style, as we see as a disclaimer is a place of great beauty, but also a very destructive environment blighted by poverty, alcoholism, abuse, and senseless death. However, as the novel teaches us, there is also a lot of joy or, as one character requires joy, the metaphorical that
were. Absolutely True Diary doesn't pull any punches, but it also offers readers a hilarious and hopeful read. And even if you're nothing like Arnold, we're willing to wager that you'll find this novel to be absolutely true and absolutely relatable at least in some ways. We're going to put our usual pun-filled mania on hold
here, as this is a novel that deserves a moment of sincerity: Absolutely True Diary of a part-time Indian is a novel about hope and joy, about what is it and what isn't, and about how hard life can be when hope and joy leaves. And how life can change when hope and joy reappear. But just in case you thought we were



losing our edge or that Alexie's novel was a drip or sappy–we are going to let you know that joy in this novel is not called joy. It's called emotional boner. (Hope is just plain hope, though.) Arnold Spirit, Jr. is stuttering hydrocephalus living in an impoverished Indian reservation where he is regularly bullied and beaten up.
His parents are alcoholics, his sister is a lonely recluse, and his best friend is abused by his father. Sounds like he should give up and call it a day, right? No. Arnold is hopeful. He's fighting back. He's looking for others with hope. He decides that things can change for him. He has the power to fight. And he does it. Now,
don't get us wrong. Just because Arnold has hope doesn't mean that his life is not difficult. Poverty is terrible, and part of Arnold's story is very, very sad. Despite all this, Arnold chooses to live a life of opportunity and opportunity. He wants things to change, and we do too. Stories of hope are important because they
teach us not to give up despair. Even if there are seemingly insurmountable forces working against us, we still have to believe that things can change. Why? Because they do it. Arnold finds hope in life by making lists of his favorite things: the things that give him the most joy or using the vocab of the Absolutely True
Diary of a Part-time Indian gives him an emotional boner. What's on your list? Here is one of us: I have a dream, speech by Martin Luther King Big dogs that think they're small dogsDorothy Allison, author of Mommy's Grandmother's Chicken Garden, film Scott Hamilton KennedyGIFs from OwlsTas Wonderful Life, film by
Frank CapraZach Anner, comedianBuying a new toothbrushOldermen wearing really nifty clothesMint chocolate chip ice cream Hot Topic, song Le Tigreritos concept BeDazzler Sherman Alexie WebsiteOfficial website Spokane Indians Official website spokane indians. Resources spokane IndiansTlink of the Wellpinit
School District provides a list of useful links to Spokane culture, including the history of Spokane Indians, some of their myths and legends, and more. Ellen Forney WebsiteHave look at the site of artist and illustrator Ellen Forney. Modern American PoetryAlexie is not only a writer, he is also a poet. Check out this website
from the University of Illinois that provides bio Alexie and scientists' thoughts on his work.Poets.orgA a very short bio alexie, as well as links to some of his poetry. Documents Off Rez, Bruce Barcott, New York TimesA review of Absolutely True Diary of a part-time Indian from 2007. Absolutely Fabulous, Jami Attenberg,
PRINTA review of Alexie's book and Ellen Forney's drawings from design magazine PRINT. How to Write a Great American Indian Novel, Poem, Sherman AlexieSee Alexie at Work in Poetry. I'm YA and I'm Ok Margo Rabb, The New York TimesMargo Rabb talks to Sherman Alexie and others about what it means to
write young adult fiction. VideoSherman Alexie reads Part-Time IndianAlexie reading part of his book. Alexie accepts the National Book Award for part-time IndianAlexie's acceptance speech at the National Book Awards. Tip: he gets on stage at the 4:35 minute mark! Sherman Alexie Talk TulsaSherman Alexie describes
his real-life decision to go to school as a teenager. Audio Absolutely True Diary by Allen Cheuse, NPRNPR review alexie's book first broadcast in October 2007. Author Sherman Alexie Targets Young Readers, Morning Edition, NPRRadio interview with the author. Join today and never see them again. By entering your
email address, you agree to receive emails from Shmoop and verify that you are over 13 years of age. 13.
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